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key messages

 effective reforms and fleet reduction are possible

 a reform process may be opportunistic and  
incomplete

 Peru still faces major challenges, in particular: Peru still faces major challenges, in particular:  
 further development of the anchoveta IQ system

 economic tracking of the fisheries

 enforcement and judicial reform

 fiscal reform, equity and transparency  
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US$ 300 m. environmental 
reform project (DPL)

 iconic  importance as the world’s largest fishery 

 advocated for a individual quota system for many years

d t k t l ti t d i l i t t di undertook rent loss estimates and social impact studies 

 one of the conditions (triggers) was the introduction of 
the individual quota system

 one of several sectors

 …. initial situation …
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Fleet catching
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the changing anchoveta fishery

2009

 + 200% fishing season (150 days)

 - 85% closed area violations

 - 73% fishing effort 

2007

 fishing season 55 days 

(up to 200,000 tons/ day)

 massive fleet overcapacity g
(for same catch)

 - 47% landings small size fish

 - 29% accidents at sea

 ‘independent’ monitoring

 compensation fund

 …. corporate  consolidation…. corporate  consolidation

p y

 high discards/ wastage

 $0.4 billion potential 
economic gains

________________

 broad consensus for reform

 individual quota law 

 finance ($330m)

more profits   +50%
less vessels   -24%

Trend Sector debt Profit

2004-2005 -800 na

2009 0 591

Indicators Profits No. vessels Catch

2006 base base same

2009 +50.1% -24% same

Share of profits Fleet Fish meal plants

2006 27% 73%

2009 69% 31%

issues in the reform process

 IQ legislation fast-tracked – political 
opportunity

t k h ld it stakeholder equity

 enforcement and judical reform

 concentration and equity

satisfying stakeholders

 vessel owners  IQ rights

 vertically integrated companies  IQ rights

 vessel crews (displaced)  - compensation

 fish meal plant owners   no  IQ rights

 fish meal plant workers (displaced)  no compensation

 …. constitutional legal challenge to DL1084

enforcement and judicial reform

 conversion rates unrealistic (landings to 
meal) despite independent monitoring
 i.e. incentives to cheat

 backlog of unresolved violation cases 
(thousands)
 … rule of law being undermined

concentration and equity

 high existing degree of concentration 

 2009 increased further 7 largest companies 
78% of landings (up from 74% in 2008)% g ( p % )

 low payments to compensation scheme

 fiscal regime does not capture ‘super profits’ 
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conclusions

 many issues outside control of 
Ministry

j di i l judicial processes

 fiscal regime – rent capture

 worker compensation funds 
(FONCOPES)

 possible corruption in enforcement 
(monitoring of landings)

lessons from this reform process
 recognize its a political process that must be 

managed
 effective incentive structure fundamental
 solutions may not be within the fisheries sector
 reforms may be incomplete and ‘messy’
 change / adaptive management change / adaptive management 
 it may take a long time  … so 
 consensus needs to be built across the political 

spectrum ( … or complete rapid change within a 
political cycle)

timing, trade-offs and transparency

 timing: “don’t let a crisis go to waste”
- Rahm Emannuel, Obama Chief of Staff

 champions – leaders that build consensus vision 

 sequencing – e.g. a reliable vessel register is probably 
necessary before introducing rights (.. judicial issues)

 transparency, fairness – deal explicitly with the losers

 get rid of subsidies – some are hidden in tax codes

 the transition and change process needs to be financed 
(e.g. reduced catches as stocks rebuild)

trade-offs

By definition, the creation of exclusive use rights means 
that some gain and some loose. 

Wealth distribution cannot be avoided – and thus issues of 
equity cannot be avoided … the difficulty in making those 
decisions will delay the evolution of property rights. y f p p y g

What is worse is that, in an attempt to placate the losers, 
imperfections may be built into the systems that will 
preclude, or impede, optimum solutions.

Francis Christy, 1996

the challenges for Peru …(2)
 work towards large-scale anchovy for direct human 

consumption (e.g. 1 million tons by year …) 

 El Nino - not if, but when? … consider an economic 
stabilization mechanism as a buffer, or insurance through 
public private collaboration

 develop an industry ‘code of conduct’ (possibly around the 
MSC certification process)

summary
 the crisis in fisheries has been largely treated as a fish 

issue, rather than an economic and political issue

 solutions exist, but reforms need political willingness 
and consensus vision on the future - preferably across 
the political spectrum

h h ll i j ifi i i i ll the challenge: turn economic justification into socially 
and politically acceptable pathways

 greater understanding of management of reform 
processes is required – political opportunities, 
timescales, sequencing, equity, financing


